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19 releases on 6 labels in less than 12 months! That’s
Nelman! With City Wall alone he has released banging
techno, gritty techno, uplifting trance and electro breaks. I
have also heard some of his darker techno work (soon to be
released on the respected “Sounds of Techno” label) and
this too is of a very high standard. So finally now Nelman’s
talent is being recognised and his repertoire is growing
every week. His last release reached number 5 in the Juno
bestseller charts and now comes “The Dynamic Shock EP”.
This one exemplifies yet another string to Nelman’s
multifaceted bow of production styles showing of a kinda
broken beat techno vibe. The main ingredients are a quality
stuttering bass wobble and a variety of tonal tech loops that
join forces to create several “driving” dancefloor friendly
tracks. Each of the mixes has its own subtle flavour
providing a subtle cross range of diversity.

Electro Shock (Original Mix)
Nelman hits hard with this funky tech dub full of tough broken beats and an excellent wobbly bass stutter. Mix in a
host of jingly jangly musical signatures and another truly unique audio creation is alive. This is the perfect DJ tool to
spice things up a bit!

Shock (GL Mix)
Another upfront mix this time with a low pass filter techy feel. Nelman blends
a subtle montage of techno tones that drill and weave about. The result is a
meditative style piece that would work really well in the early stages of a
deep techno set.

Dynamism (Original Mix)
A more pulled back mix here with increased subtlety. Nelman sets a chilled
mood by cutting back on the harder beats and using softer toned versions of
the musical elements. This cooled off version will work well in more
alternative sets.

Brainshock (Original Mix)
The wobbly bass stutter is the main feature here, this time coupled with a repetitive tonal loop. Between these two
elements this track really burrows into your brain! It just drives on and on! A useful DJ tool that could work well by
being cleverly weaved in and out throughout a whole set.

Shock (Original Mix)
The drums have been slightly retuned again here but the central feature is the really creepy glitch loop that just
kinda eats your mind! It’s reminiscent of a little worm that crawls into your head through your ear and then squirms
around inside your skull!
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